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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a collaborative work between Reaction Design and Oak Ridge National Laboratory.Reaction Design is actively developing the accurate fuel models for capturing combustion and emissions from engines. Reaction Design develops and maintains several software for simulation of reactive flows including a 3D CFD software for engines. Experiments are performed at Oak Ridge Lab and simulations are conduced at Reaction Design.
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Detailed fuel models provide predictions that 
are otherwise unattainable 

Use accurate 
fuel models with 
advanced CFD 

Generate smaller but 
accurate fuel models 
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● Validation using various 
engines and fuels 
– Engines: HCCI, LTC 
– Fuels: PRF-ethanol, diesel 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The workflow starting from the available detailed reaction mechanisms to generation of customized surrogate blends and their reduced fuel models is shown here.We start from detailed models with 1000s of species and reduced it down to 100s of species w/o loosing required accuracy.This reduced model is then used in CFD for simulations. With advanced grid independent spray models, and advanced numerical methods, typical turn-around times are only several hours. In the poster, we have show results from various engines including HCCI and diesel running on different fuels.
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